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Mr. Coyle convened the meeting, welcomed members, and reviewed the agenda. 

He mentioned that Matt Sims and Steve Wilson of Standpoint Decision Support in 

Vancouver, British Columbia, were in attendance by teleconference. 

I. Subcommittee 2017 Mid-Year Progress Report 

Jon White provided an overview of the subcommittee’s progress in 2017. He noted 

that the consolidated assessment underwent extensive revisions in the early part of the 

year, transforming it from an 80-plus page document to one that is 51 pages in length 

with a table of contents. He also mentioned that the consolidated assessment has 

benefitted from the addition of educational resources as well as input from beta testers 

who reviewed the assessment in March. The consolidated assessment will remain 

available through the Office of Attorney Regulation Counsel’s website even once the 

online PMBP platform debuts. 

Mr. White mentioned that Standpoint Decision Support was recently selected for 

assistance designing a platform. They were chosen because of their understanding of the 

proactive management concept and the user-friendly nature of their proposed platform. 

Work with Standpoint Decisions Support began in May and will continue through the 

summer. Meanwhile, Mr. White discussed that outreach to the Colorado legal 

community has taken place already in 2017 surrounding PMBP and will continue in the 

second-half of the year. This includes the PMBP CLE on July 19. Separately, a working 

group consisting of David Stark, Jim Coyle, Mark Fogg, Katy Donnelly, Margrit Parker, 

Michael Mihm, and Marcy Glenn has convened to address the issue of how to protect 

lawyer self-assessments from discovery. That group will continue to meet.   
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Mr. White explained that there is still much to do looking ahead to the latter half 

of 2017. As the online platform develops, the subcommittee will need to allow for 

feedback from both the ten individual working groups and beta-testers. In addition, 

video learning modules will be developed using the July 19 CLE presentations by 

subcommittee members.  

II. PMBP Online Platform Development Update  

Mr. White next introduced Matt Sims and Steve Wilson from Standpoint Decision 

Support. Mr. Sims and Mr. Wilson gave the subcommittee an overview of the 

architectural framework for the online assessments. They discussed that in order to create 

a program that is educational and meets the legal community’s needs, it is important to 

maximize survey completions. This way it is possible to assess what topics should be the 

focus of greater educational programming. Mr. Sims and Mr. Wilson discussed that if the 

platform presents too much information, users will be overwhelmed and disinclined to 

compete the survey. At the same time, however, the platform needs to feature educational 

content that users interact with as they complete the assessments.  

Mr. Sims and Mr. Wilson shared several PowerPoint slides that displayed different 

ways information could be relayed to users. One involves continual user interaction with 

educational resources and discussion of ethical rules. Another model would streamline 

and shorten questions and discussion of rules and resources. Yet another model would 

be to move all discussion of rules and resources to the end of the assessment. Mr. Sims 

and Mr. Wilson stated that a final option, and the one that best balances the various 

objectives, is to have select rules and resources presented to users throughout the 

assessment along with a final “report” that offers a comprehensive overview of Rules of 

Professional Conduct implicated by questions in the assessment, as well as educational 

resources. 

Mr. White, Mr. Sims, and Mr. Wilson then gave the subcommittee a preview of the 

online platform in its development stages. This included a preview of introductory 

screens that explain Standpoint Decision Support’s role as the platform designer and 

administrator as well as the overall structure of the assessments. The assessments contain 

a series of “Desired Outcomes” that correspond to each working group’s core practice 

topic, whether that is developing competent practices or maintaining appropriate file and 

records management systems. Each outcome then has a series of “Objectives” which 

support the desired outcome and promote compliance with the Colorado Rules of 

Professional Conduct. Many of these correspond to sub-groups of questions developed 

by each working group. Following each objective statement, there are best practices and 
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rule requirements tied to specific practice issues. These are matters that lawyers need to 

attend to in order to meet the objective and facilitate rule compliance. Additional 

preliminary screens ask users for some basic demographic information, including what 

part of the state they practice in and the size of their practice.  

Mr. White, Mr. Sims, and Mr. Wilson then walked the group through Working 

Group 2’s assessment and showed the subcommittee how the desired outcomes, 

objectives, best practices, and rule requirements come together to form a single 

assessment. Mr. White showed the group how references to the Colorado Rules of 

Professional Conduct were strategically placed throughout the assessment with a set of 

resources at the end of the assessment. Mr. White also explained to the group that the 

assessment previewed today is not a final version but one in the development process. 

Once the individual working group assessments are in a near-complete state, they will 

be sent to working group members for feedback. 

 Mr. White, Mr. Sims, and Mr. Wilson addressed subcommittee member 

comments. These included whether the assessment allows users to not answer questions 

but proceed with the survey, as well as being able to easily access resource pages or a 

bibliography for users who want to get educational materials quickly. In response to 

certain members’ concerns, Mr. Sims said that individual user IP addresses will not be 

collected. Standpoint Decisions is exploring how to make the surveys something that a 

lawyer could return to either a week later or months later to continue working on, or to 

see what they have changed in their practice for the better.  

III. Update on National PMBP Efforts and Recent Regulators’ Workshop 

Mr. Coyle discussed that the third regulators’ workshop was recently held in St. 

Louis. A number of states are looking at PMBP. Colorado and Illinois are models other 

states can use in forming their own programs. The states reviewing PMBP include 

Arkansas, Florida, Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, and New Jersey. New Mexico recently 

formed a commission to look at proactive initiatives, including a PMBP-like assessment 

and diversion programs. The Chief Justice of the Illinois Supreme Court, Justice Lloyd 

Karmeier, spoke at the workshop and discussed Illinois’s mandatory PMBR program.  

IV. Update on Media Outreach 

Mr. White discussed that he, Mr. Coyle, and Ms. McKnight spoke to a reporter 

from Law Week Colorado on June 7. Mr. White will be authoring an article on PMBP for a 

fall issue of The Colorado Lawyer. Mr. Coyle discussed that once the online assessment is 

complete and ready for roll-out, there will be additional promotional efforts.  
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The meeting adjourned at 1:25 p.m. The next meeting is Wednesday, August 16, 

at noon. 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 

 

 

       /s/ James C. Coyle   

       James C. Coyle 

       Attorney Regulation Counsel 


